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Abstract

We built an entity extraction tool that uses
machine-learned rules to locate and
determine entity names in natural running
text, such as people, companies, products,
and places. It also uses machine-learned
rules to identify relations between those
Entities, e.g., the relation between a
product and a company, a person and a
company, etc.  The key techniques used
are the identification of Chinese NP
chunks and machine learning methods
adapted from dictionary induction systems
for information extraction, such as Crystal
and Rapier.
The Chinese NP chunking is based on
cascaded finite state automata combined
with dependency relations extracted from
corpus. In many cases, structural
ambiguities inherent in the Chinese
language are correctly handled using
dependency relations between words.

The extraction of entity names and
relations is rule-based. The rules are
learned using machine learning
techniques. Coreference resolution is
introduced to identify more implicit
relations. For example, from
"  (CEO of this company)",
we first resolve what "  (this
company)" is referred to, then use the
rules to extract the relation between the
people and the company.
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